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Talking about ourselves
Daphne: Do you think we have been able to take more risks with this
temporary/ imaginary artist run space compared to ones that are more
permanent? And what is it that stops them from taking more risks?
Li-Ming: Interesting…I hadn't really thought of this project in terms of
risk. I definitely felt that the temporary/semi-imaginary nature of it freed
us up to do whatever we liked, in this case cram as many events as we
could into our public programme. Maybe there was a risk there in
exhausting our audience with copious call outs and social media posts or
that no one would come? I’d be interested to hear your take on what
the risks were….
D: Yeah I agree, that we risked exhausting the audience, but we knew
that would happen from the onset. I was thinking more about the events
and public programme in general, like the eating competition, and that
more established artist run spaces or galleries with a reputation to
uphold would probably not do that kind of event in a serious way.
Andrea Fraser, an artist associated to Institutional Critique features in
this show a couple of times, as a character within the "artist talk reenactment", and as an inspiration for how to structure that artist talk.
Do you think you're work in general has elements of institutional
critique?
LM: In a way I guess. Like Fraser I’m interested in the structures and
power relationships in the art world. I guess critique doesn't need to
mean negative criticism, and a playful approach is key for me. I hope
people who encounter my work see the fan-girl element as much as the
parody.
D: I heard once that every society needs a clown or a comic character,
because they are the ones that air that society's grievances to the king
or royalty. Maybe they got their head chopped off, but their position at
least granted them permission to make an attempt? I see this project,
and your work in general as being a bit clown-like in that way –
thoughts?

LM: Yes. Bakhtin’s work on the Carnivalesque is an important
touchstone for me, the idea of the world turned upside down, of a
laughter that is festive and ambivalent. I like to think that the comedy in
my work is as much at my expense as it might be at anyone else’s.
D: Before the show opened and you asked if I wanted to put some of my
recent works in the space, I was curious about the position of these
works - would they get swallowed up into the overall 'work at large' and
act as kind of props of my "art"? How do you see the inclusion of these
works in this project? (FYI - I'm comfortable with their inclusion because
I always considered them to be devices that could work in a range of
environments, that they would have the ability to adapt and find a way
to become useful in new situations. I like to think I'm always embracing
improvisation).
LM: One of my initial ideas about Riff Raff was the idea of an imaginary
collective who would begin with a group show. Due to circumstance and
a general fear of collaboration, you ended up being the only guest
founding member, and I’m glad it turned out that way! I did field a few
questions on whether other people’s work in the show would be
subsumed into mine, and I guess my answer was both yes and no. I think
the term improvisation is a nice way to describe the way these works
operate– the way we used the chopper to break up the artist talk reenactment for example, and the way one of the rooms got transformed
into a playroom for the artist/children talk. It's interesting how you
wondered if they might become ‘props’ – as the boundary between
‘prop’ and ‘artwork’ is one I’ve been working with for a while. Aren’t all
our works props for our performances are artists?
What was your favourite event and why?
D: I don't have favourites ;) The child friendly artist talk "Making art and
children". I was really surprised by how popular it was, and how well it
worked! So many kids were there, but it didn't seem to affect the quality
of the discussion being had in the next room, I think it actually made for
a more conducive atmosphere (from what I hear of people in the
audience). I also like that we spent the whole time looking after the kids,
can you imagine if the same thing happened at Artspace or the Auckland
Art Gallery, and the staff spent the whole time trying to entertain 50 kids

in a tiny room next door while the artists have a conversation with the
audience?
The artist talk re-enactment, it was pretty far fetched, and I think it had
a lot of power live, in video documentation the tensions and comedic
releases don't really come across the same. I also enjoyed the
preparation for this talk, embodying the role-play because I began to
appreciate more about each artist/ curator who featured in it.
LM: How did it feel to win the eating contest? Do you feel it pushed you
to your limits or could you have eaten more?
D: It felt OK, I felt a bit disgusted in myself not only physically but with
my ravenous competitive nature that comes out in situations like that.
Flashbacks to girly birthday parties where bobbing for apples was quickly
ended by my over the top tactics (dunking whole head into bucket to
corner the apple at the bottom of the bucket...) I haven't felt like that in
a while. It's probably how the Hulk feels when he goes back to being
Bruce Banner. Do you think artist run spaces and initiatives can be
anything but self-promotional - or selfish endeavours? Does it breed
unrealistic competition among artists (something only viable for people
who have enough spare time and money?)
LM: Maybe – if you found some artists who were willing to run it
anonymously (no profile boosting!) and not show their own work. I’d
see most artist-run spaces as a way of creating opportunities – for the
people that run them and whomever they want to work with. In terms
of competition, I think it’s a matter of if you choose to view things in
that way or not. There are plenty of artists who have achieved ‘success’
without running a space alongside the many who have. But I do agree
time and money are key – and not that easy to come by!
D: Yeah, I agree, and also, its not always such a bad thing that people
know who did what, because that becomes a contact point for likeminded people who want to work on things in the future. I'm just weary
of the way that artist run spaces of bygone have become a kind of
1:1 post art-school survival model (advocated by the tertiary art schools)
for how to be a successful professional artist, and the stultifying
implications of that.

